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I am pleased to announce that a new, revised version of the English training
and reference manual used by inlingua English instructors for over seven
years will soon available to the general public. Written with both the novice
and experienced ESL instructor in mind, Presenting English Grammar: The
English Instructor’s Training and Reference Handbook is designed to
familiarize English as a second language (ESL) instructors with the most
important grammatical concepts and difficulties encountered by students
both in and out of the classroom. This user-friendly handbook provides ESL
instructors with the tools necessary to exemplify and explain grammatical
concepts in a clear and effective manner.
By carefully reviewing the examples, explanations, and notes
contained in this handbook, ESL instructors will learn to
employ the “natural” method (sometimes also referred to as the
“direct” method) in their presentations of several of the most
essential points of English grammar. While this handbook is not
intended to provide an exhaustive review of English grammar, it
does aim to address the most common sources of grammatical
difficulty encountered by teachers and students in typical adult
ESL settings.
The author has developed and revised this handbook over the
course of many years of training novice and experienced
instructors to teach a broad range of ESL curricula (including
general, academic, and business English at all proficiency
levels) to adult learners in diverse educational settings and
instructional formats (such as private, one-on-one tutorials and
multi-level intensive English programs taught in small and
medium-sized groups). Each grammatical concept presented in
this handbook is accompanied by numerous examples of
realistic usage to aid the reader in understanding those concepts and to assist the instructor with his
or her presentation of those grammatical concepts in the classroom.
Soon to be available worldwide as an Amazon Kindle e-book, Presenting English Grammar: The
English Instructor’s Training and Reference Handbook will also soon be released in paperback
format as well. To read this or any of Richard McDorman’s other books and essays, visit Richard
McDorman’s
amazon.com
author
page
at
http://www.amazon.com/Richard-E.McDorman/e/B002BM0COY/ or go to amazon.com and enter Richard McDorman in the search
window and select the book(s) or essay(s) that interest you. If you don’t have a Kindle Wireless
Reading Device, you can download amazon’s Kindle for PC application for free at
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&docId=1000426311.
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